**Alexandria add-on (day 14 of the tour) - $495/$595 per person**

Extend your stay in Egypt and visit Alexandria. The add-on tour will be organized at the end of the main Egypt tour, on the day when our guests are usually transferred to the airport for their return flights.

Alexandria add-on is a full one day tour, which will start in the morning after breakfast with a 3 hour ride in an air-conditioned bus from Cairo to Alexandria. Being the second largest city in Egypt, Alexandria has an atmosphere that is more Mediterranean than Middle Eastern and is famous for its Roman remains. Alexandria was founded by Alexander the Great in 332 B.C., and was the capital of Greco-Roman Egypt. It is also the place where probably the bodies of great Queen of Egypt Cleopatra, Mark Antony and Alexander the Great are hidden. Their mummies haven't been found to this day.

During the trip we will visit all the major sites there, including the famous Alexandria Library; the Greco-Roman catacombs of Kom ash-Shuqqafa - fine examples of Pharaonic art with Greco-Roman influences; the harbor of Alexandria with a picturesque citadel of sultan Quaitbay and the place where the ancient Pharos Lighthouse was standing. It was one of The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. In the evening we will return to the hotel in Giza, near the pyramids. Add-on’s price includes one additional night in the hotel (day 14th-15th). **Price:** $495 per person in a double room or $595 in a single room.